Setting up UniPro Test Mode with M8020A (or N4903B) and DSGA
1. Physical connections:
Connect the instruments as depicted below:
DSGA connection:

Connect Complement output of DUT (Tx-) to In A of DSGA
Connect Normal output of DUT (Tx+) to Scope
Missing in the picture: Connect Out A of DSGA Generator to SYS IN A of M8020A or AUX IN of
N4903B

Connect Out B and Out B Complement of Generator to switch:

2. Frame Generator software configuration
Start the software and click on the Connect button:

In the Instrument Connection dialog, select J-BERT M8020A as BERT, 1 Channel, check DSGA and
Switch as Online (check box) and provide the connection strings for M8020A, DSGA and Switch.
For the DSGA, it’s recommended to use the DHCP Ethernet port, shortly after power-up, the IP
address will be displayed in the front display. The switch’s IP can be found out using Keysight IO
Libraries, it will appear after a few seconds (or minutes) as any Keysight instrument does.

Click on Connect and later on Initialize Instruments. After a few seconds the instruments are
initialized and the dialog closes.

3. Frame Generator operation:
1. Select the right pattern with the browse button or alternatively use the Automated Script
Generation:
a. Click on Tools -> UniPro Script Generator

b. A new window will pop:

i. The Generic Sequence should be kept as default, “M-PHY_UniPro_BasicBlocks.seq”.
This sequence can be edited and the changes will propagate to all the generated
sequences. This sequence is a template, can’t be used directly.
ii. Set the Path for the Output sequence (optional)
iii. Configure the below parameters. Defaults are in general ok, when operating an
M8020A without DSGA GapBetweenBursts should be set to 5000 and TxResponse
should be HS same as Rx.
iv. Press “Generate Patterns”, this will generate the required sequence files as well as
automatically select one.

2. Set the right timings. It’s recommended to start with large timings, default values will
likely not work (DUT dependent). See screenshot below
3. Set additional settings such as Amplitude etc. (default settings usually work)

4. Once everything is configured, press Apply (bottom left)
5. Select Options -> Poll Sequence State. The sequence control will show as below:

6. Configure the Scope Decoder to M-PHY UniPro on Tx+, using M-PHY PWM for Clock
Recovery:

7. Click Manual Break on the Sequence Control panel. Now the state should be Sleep(2) and
you should start seeing FILLER symbols in the scope:

8. Clock on Manual Break once more, and the Sequencer State should be rolling over DIFN
and TransmitTestPAT. The scope should be seeing some PACP responses from the DUT:

9. Click Tools -> Pattern Coding and there click on Analyzer Settings. Set it as below (SingleEnded, Complement) and click Apply and Close

10. Click on Get Counter. Frame Counter and Error Counter should show. Use the slider for
Bit Alignment to see the decoded responses

11. Congratulations! You are now ready to run the CTS tests using ValiFrame.

4. Troubleshooting
1. I’m on “7. Click Manual Break” and I don’t see any FILLERs
Recheck the cables. If the setup is correct, it could be that the default sequence needs some
tuning. Click on the Edit Script button and navigate to the bottom of the pattern. The first
part of the sequence (highlighted in red) does the DUT configuration using the DSGA:

Try making the first three blocks longer (e.g DIFN, 6000;) or make the GAPS at the end of
RESET and DUT_TestMode longer, e.g. setting length to 1e-8:

Click on OK after the changes are done and Apply again to send the new pattern to the instruments,
click Manual Break again and hopefully this time you will see the FILLERs coming back. If not, try
making the GAPS bigger

2. I’m on “8. Clock on Manual Break once more…” but I don’t see any PACP responses in
the scope, and / or clicking on Get Counter doesn’t seem to capture any response
Or

3. I‘m on “10. Click on Get Counter …” and I see a lot of errors reported
Probably the DUT needs more time to respond in between counter requests. Edit the sequence
making the highlighted DIFNs larger and try again

5. Improve test throughput
To Be Done

